1. The graph of fa (x) . Every function of the system {fa(x)} has the following properties:
(a) For a fixed a, the function/"(x) has jumps at the points of the form { 1/(m + 1) } and {a/w}, where «= 1, 2, 3, • • • . These points of discontinuity form a partition of the unit interval and on the resulting set of subintervals of the unit interval the function fa(x) is constant, respectively.
(b) |/«(*)| <1 for all/«(je) of {/«(*)} and 0=x = l. Since
we obtain
We shall denote Evidently, £(777) <0 for 777= 1, 2, • • ■ , 77.
3. The inner product flP(x)fa(x)dx, where P(ac) is a polynomial.
Let £(x) =ao+aix+a2x2+ ■ ■ ■ +anxn be a polynomial with real coefficients. Then
We assume that fl0P(x)fa(x)dx = 0 for all 0 <a á 1, but that fl(P(x))2dx ¿¿0 which means that P(x) ^0. Thus Conversely suppose limn d,(y, y") =0. We note first that
